Number of yards of dirt moved—31,000 cubic yards—You could fill up six and a half Olympic sized pools that are nine feet deep.

Weight of steel placed—150 tons or 300,000 pounds of steal—60 Caterpillar brand industrial front end loaders.

Sheets of drywall used—Interior—195,000 sf. or 4,400 sheets. Exterior—61,000 sf. or 1,900 sheets. Total Yards—256000 sf.—You can cover two exterior faces of the empire state building ground to top of antenna.

Number of electrical outlets—450.

Number of light sockets—1006 Fixtures.

Gallons of interior paint used—11,595 gallons—Enough to cover the exterior of 228 SUVs.

Number of tiles used for flooring—43,870 sf.—Enough to cover one floor of the Willis Tower in Chicago.

Yards of carpet laid—600 yards—The length equals to 6 football fields.

Linear footage of wire for this job—296,000 ft.—156 miles, distance from Santa Fe to Albuquerque.